
ABSTRACT
The work presents real-time data acquisition and monitoring for environmental sensors. This paper presents data fetching and processing implemented by modern approaches of Python. A functional diagram of a materialized system and algorithmic diagrams for Python 3
implemented programs are given. The functionality of the programmed system has been checked by testing the implemented program structures and performing experiments under different environmental conditions with actual results obtained.

INTRODUCTION
Data collection and accuracy are an important aspect in each type of science research. The concept of open source has been applied to the overall realization and use of a computerized system for collecting environmental data. The
hardware platform Raspberry Pi 3 [2] and two expansion modules - PiJuice [5] and Sense HAT [6] are chosen to materialize such a system.
The purpose of assembling a data collection architecture is to obtain the information through a primary source - directly through the set of sensors embedded in the Sense HAT module. The information received from the system sensors
is recorded in the form of tabular data (spreadsheets) which can then be processed manually or automatically by programs (scripts) programmed in the Python language. Drawing of graphs based on the collected and recorded data is
done by available free Python libraries [4] designed and written by enthusiasts of the language. The freedom provided by open source and Python 3 [1] allows to realize a system that is useful for exploring different environmental
conditions, not only through data that is recorded and stored locally, but also through remote wireless access via mobile devices.
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HARDWARE OVERVIEW
The system hardware is implemented by the structure shown in Fig. 1. and the functional diagram of the system is given on Fig. 2. The hardware of the system consists of the three main modules - Raspberry Pi 3B, PiJuice UPS and Sense
HAT, Drone DJI and main companion components such as smartphones, an SD (Secure Digital) card, power adapter, batteries, cables, and computer peripherals are also involved in the implementation of the system and its equipment [3].
The assembled state of the system is depicted in Fig. 3, where the 3-module box is presented. In the figure is shown the way that the Sense HAT LED display illuminates each time the system is being switched on.

SOFTWARE OVERVIEW
When programming it is useful to keep in mind that the computer program resembles a recipe of a list of ingredients - data in variables and a list of instructions - functions or methods. Following the instructions correctly described one by
one using the variables, the computer "prepares the dish" of the user. It is a good practice in programming to use an integrated development environment (IDE). There are many programming languages and they all offer something
special. Python is a challenge for today's computer engineer. Its syntax is understandable and logical, allowing "programming at the speed of thought." Being a high-level language used for industrial, medical, scientific and other purposes
it is ideal for both beginners and advanced. Currently there are two versions - Python 2 and Python 3, as the 3.x releases are different from 2.x and are not directly mutually compatible. Raspbian comes with a version of Python 3 so it can
be started programming as soon as it is installed.
Python IDLE (Integrated Development and Learning Environment) provides REPL (Read-Evaluate-Print-Loop) so that the environment prompts for Python commands and has built-in syntax for autocompleting. Some languages like Java
and C# use curly brackets to enclose a block of code which is a main feature missing in Python and instead it uses indentation to indicate the belonging of the respective block of code. Python is a cross-platform language which means you
can write a program on a Windows or Mac computer, save the program and run on Raspbian in RPi. PyCharm IDE is an integrated development environment used in computer programming, specifically for Python. It offers code analysis,
graphical debugger, integrated tester, integration with version control systems (VCSes) and support for web frameworks like Django.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There is no real-time clock (RTC) in Raspberry Pi, so in our system the built-in RTC of the PiJuice module is configured and
used.
By default, the EEPROM address in PiJuice is 0x50 and the RTC driver is automatically loaded when Raspberry Pi starts, but
in our system, due to the additionally attached Sense HAT module on PiJuice, the EEPROM address is changed to 0x52
address, which requires manual loading of the driver each time the system is started. All of the busy addresses by
EEPROM, sensors and the RTC on the pair of I2C buses 0 and 1 of Raspberry Pi can be visualized by using both of the
commands sudo i2cdetect -y 0 and sudo i2cdetect -y 1 in the RPi’s Terminal, where UU is displayed at 0x68 for the RTC
address shown in Fig. 4. The application software consists of several scripts alongside of a graphical user interfaced
program, which combines the action of all scripting programs and provides visual management of the system. The
program files are organized into special directories given in Fig. 5 as a tree structure.
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The MTR_GUI folder contains the source code using absolute or full paths, and the GUI_author_Rossi_RM folder contains
the same scripts as MTR_GUI but with relative paths. All scripts are programmed in Python 3 IDLE on Raspbian and in
PyCharm installed on Windows 10 Education.
The first script of our system, named as MTR.py, performs the actual data fetching by the system via Sense HAT’s pressure,
humidity, temperature and orientation sensors. An algorithmic diagram for the logic of MTR.py program is given in Fig. 6.
Thanks to the CHARTS_PYGAL.py program, the collected and saved data is processed converting the data from the CSV file
to a graphical and text formats. The script reads the name of the CSV file as an input without the name extension and
draws separate graphs of the measured values from each of the sensors - pressure, temperature and humidity alongside
of the calculated altitude during the recording, common chart of all measurement and calculation values together, as well
as the map of the world in which the data collection is processed. The program also converts each column of the
spreadsheet from the CSV file into a separate text file to a specific directory. This is done in order to make raw data
available for subsequent data processing. The third-party library pygal is used. An algorithmic diagram for the logic of the
CHARTS_PYGAL program is given in Fig. 7.
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CONCLUSION
The assembled hardware of the mentioned data acquisition computer system fetching a whole range of direct sensory information
about the immediate environment can be used to conduct personal and scientific experiments in various scientific fields, due to the
fact that all processes are automated by programs in Python 3. In case a specific set of sensor data is required, the Python language
easily provides the flexibility of the code for subsequent modifications. The ability for remote access from each Internet connected
node of the world provides the freedom and the sense of IoT with no need for a local area network. The advantage of our system
over other ready systems is the ability and flexibility of its programming code. The fact that this system can be adapted to different
needs allows it to be used not only in the world of computer technology but also in interdisciplinary science fields where various
fundamental natural processes can be monitored through the available sensors. Main application of developed system is to be used
for monitoring and data acquisition with environmental sensors. The presented paper provides results of the master thesis
afterwards published as a book of Rositsa Maksimova with the scientific coordination of Assoc. Prof. Krassimir Kolev.
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Figure 1. Structure diagram of the system Figure 2. Functional diagram of the system
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Figure 3. Assembled hardware of the system 

Figure 4. Visualization of the pair of I2C buses of Raspberry Pi Figure 5. Directory organization

Figure 6. Algorithmic diagram of the MTR program
Figure 7. Algorithmic diagram of the CHARTS_PYGAL program Figure 8. Main window of the GUI_MTR program

Figure 9. Environmental data obtained by MTR system

Each script can be run through a specially created text files with the .DESKTOP extension on the RPi’s desktop.
The GUI_MTR program (Fig. 8) in our system is written in Python 3 using the third-party guizero library, which
is a private case of the tkinter library.
The GUI_MTR window is mentally divided into 4 sections where the individual scripts are located and
performing. Thus the MTR program is located and started form the first section, whereby the value of the QNH
and the time interval are being set by sliders. The third section is dedicated to the CHARTS_PYGAL graphics
drawing program which has a dropdown menu for selection of the country where the data acquisition takes
place thanks to the pygal-maps-world library. Environmental data obtained by MTR system are shown in Fig. 9.
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